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LOHANA  SCHOOLS 
P.5 MATHS REVISION WORK: 2020 

ACTIVITY ONE 
1. Write the place value of 4 in the number 146,302. 

2. Expand 2 1 3 using place values. 

3. Express Three hundred twenty four thousand, eight hundred forty six in     

    figures. 

4. What is an empty set? 

5. Given  P = {     ,       ,       }, list the subsets of set P. 

6. Given     4     ,   8    ,    2    , form. 

     a)the smallest numeral 

     b) the largest numeral 

     c)Find the difference of the largest and smallest numeral formed. 

7. What are sub sets? 

8.  Draw a set symbol for a subset. 

9.  Given that M {a,  b},  list the subsets of set M. 

10. Name the shaded region. 

                       A        B 

                           

 

11. Draw Venn diagrams to show. 

       a)All hens are birds.                 

       b)All cows are animals 

12.  Using 2n, find the number of subsets in: 

       a)P  ={       ,        ,         } 

       b) Q   =  {a,   b,   c,  d,  e} 

13. Convert  21/2 to improper fractions 

14. 3 books cost sh. 900. Find the cost of 4 similar books. 
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15. Complete the magic square below. 

a 2 d 
4 4 8 
b c 3 

 

                         P.5 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION REVISION WORK: 2020 
ACTIVITY ONE 

1.  Either:  Name the creature that tempted Eve in the garden of Eden. 

 Or : Name the holy book that was revealed to prophet Dauda. 

2. Both  : What is your religious name? 

3. Both  : Give one way a P.5 child can make his or her parents proud. 

4.  Either: Give one reason why people are encouraged to help the needy. 

5.  For both:  State any one example of a good decision. 

6.  For both:  Mention one way man can take care of God’s creation. 

7.  Either:   a)Name the place of worship in Christianity. 

    b)Give two ways of worshipping God. 

                        c)Give one reason why Christians worship God. 

 Or:     a)Name the place of worship in Islam. 

      b)Give two ways of worshipping Allah. 

      c) Give one reason for worship in Islam. 

8. For both    : a)Mention any two religious leaders you know 

        b)Give two duties/roles of religious leaders in our community.  

9.  For both: As a P.5 child, give one way you can be helpful to a needy person. 

10. Either: How did Judas Iscariot misbehave during Jesus’ ministry? 

 Or:  How was Aminah related to Prophet Mohammad in Islam? 

11. Either: Give one reason why each of the following days in celebrated. 

   i)Good Friday: 

   ii)Easter Sunday 

   iii)Ascension day 

   iv)Christmas day 

 Or:  a)State the Holy books received by the prophets below:- 
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   i)Prophet Muhammad: 

   ii)Prophet Musa 

   iii)Prophet Dauda 

   b)Name the prophet who built the Kaaba. 

12. Both: Write a short prayer thanking God/Allah for your promotion to P.5. 

 

 

 

 
P.5 ENGLISH REVISION WORK ACTIVITY ONE: 2020 

     Fill the blank spaces with “has” or  “have”. 

1. I ___________________never ridden a bicycle. 

2. My uncle ________________taken his car to the mechanic. 

3. We _________________fastened our seat belts 

4. _________________the chains been greased? 

5. Who __________________opened the boot? 

6. Yuri ___________________misplaced his hammer. 

Use the correct plural form of the words given in brackets. 

7. All passengers must put their ________________in the boot. (luggage) 

8. _______________are used to keep the tools used in vehicle repair and 

maintenance. (tool box) 

9. All _________________must have engines. (vehicle) 

10. He must replace these broken ________________of his bicycle.(spokes) 

         Re-write these sentences as instructed in the brackets. 
11. A bicycle is a vehicle. A motorcycle is also a vehicle. (Use: Both…..) 

12. Kato is not a good mechanic. Kakuru is not a good 

mechanic.(Begin:Neither..) 

13. Musiga went to the garage. He wanted to have his bicycle 

repaired.(Use:…so as….) 

14. Luke is a mechanic. Luke is also a tailor. (Use….as well as….) 
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15. He wanted to cross the busy road. He reduced the speed of his car. (Begin: 

In order….) 

16. Passengers paid the fare as soon as they entered the bus. (Write as two 

separate sentences) 

17. Namuli started the car. Nobody helped her. (Re-write ending:…….herself) 

18. The conductor was collecting the fare. The bus was moving. (Begin: 

While..) 

19. Their school driver got an accident. (Begin: A school driver….) 

20. We must service our vehicles. It is a good mechanical practice. (Use: 

because…) 

 

 

  

 

P.5 SCIENCE REVISION WORK ACTIVITY ONE: 2020 
1. Write down any one factor that can promote the spread of diseases on a    
     poultry farm. 
2. Mention any one cause of poultry diseases. 
3. Identify any one disease which attacks both poultry and rabbits. 
4. Give one measure that can be used to control and prevent diseases on a    
     poultry farm. 
5. Andrew’s poultry shows the following signs and symptoms high temperature,     
     coughing and difficulty in breathing. Which disease are the poultry suffering    
     from?  
6. How can fowl typhoid be transmitted from poultry to human beings? 
7. Name any one bacterial poultry disease. 
8. a)What are parasites? 
    b)Identify any one example of endo parasites. 
    c)Give two ways how a poultry farmer can control ecto parasites on a farm. 
9. a)Vices poultry are bad habits developed among poultry. Give any one cause  
        of poultry  vices.  
    b)Name the poultry vice that can be controlled by the practice below. 
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    c)State any one two reasons why a poultry farmer should keep farm records 
10. Why do rural farmers prefer keeping poultry using free range system? 
11. Name the system of keeping poultry used by commercial farmers. 

12. What is litter? 

13. Write down any one material that can be used as litter apart from coffee husks. 

14. Of what importance is litter in a poultry house? 

15. Give one reason why litter should be replaced after some time. 

16. Why should a poultry farmer put perches in a poultry house. 

17. a)Write two advantages of keeping poultry using Battery /cage system. 

       b)Give two disadvantages of battery/cage system. 

18. Give any two advantages and disadvantages of fold pen system. 

  Advantages  Disadvantages 
  i)____________  i)___________ 
  ii)____________  ii)___________ 
                                                                                      
 
    

 
 

P.5 Social Studies REVISION WORK ACTIVITY ONE: 2020 
1. Name the major latitude marked Oo. 
2. Why do people in Mombasa see the sun earlier than people in Kampala? 
3. Why is the Prime Meridian also called Greenwich Meridian? 
4. How does Equator help map readers to locate places on a map? 
5. In which African geographical region is Uganda found? 
6. State any one difference between lines of latitude and longitude. 
7. a)What is an equinox? 

b)Name the dates and months when Uganda experiences equinox? 
c)State any one effect of equinox. 

8. Mention any one cardinal point of a compass. 

9. Draw a map symbol of a ferry in the space below. 

10. What title is given to the political leader of a sub-county? 
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11. Give any one danger caused by speeding vehicles on roads. 

12. How was fire important to the earlyman? 

13. Name any one example of a traditional cash crop. 

14. a)Give the meaning of the term decentralization 

      b)State any two reason why the government of Uganda is creating more      

          districts. 

      c)Mention any one disadvantage of creating many districts. 

15.  Match the leaders in A and how they came to power in list B. 

           A                                                                                    B 

i)Chief Administrative Officer  through inheritance 

ii)District Speaker    through volunteering 

iii)Scouts and Girl Guides    through appointment 

iv)Traditional leaders    through elections 

i) Chief Administrative Officer  ______________________________ 

ii) District Speaker          ______________________________ 

iii) Scouts and Girl Guides         ______________________________ 

iv) Traditional leaders       _______________________________ 
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